Groups forced to relocate

In a search for more capital for the university, the administration has been rented out for commercial use, situated throughout the campus. The decision to use the space for commercial purposes has been met with opposition from students and faculty alike. The administration has been criticized for not consulting with the student body before making the decision.

The main reason for the move is the desire to bring in more capital for the university, the administration has been rented out for commercial use, situated throughout the campus. The administration has been criticized for not consulting with the student body before making the decision.

The main reason for the move is the desire to bring in more capital for the university, the administration has been rented out for commercial use, situated throughout the campus. The administration has been criticized for not consulting with the student body before making the decision.

Quad in danger of losing trees

Last spring at graduation, associate professor of history and American studies William Smith announced that the American Elms on the Quad were dying. Smith and the trees are dying from a severe and widespread disease known as Dutch elm disease. The trees are dying. Allen said the trees are dying from a severe and widespread disease known as Dutch elm disease. The trees are dying.

The university's administration has decided to cut down the trees, a decision that has been met with opposition from students and faculty alike. The administration has been criticized for not consulting with the student body before making the decision.

Brooks makes new threats

"The main reason for the move is the desire to bring in more capital for the university, the administration has been rented out for commercial use, situated throughout the campus. The administration has been criticized for not consulting with the student body before making the decision." The main reason for the move is the desire to bring in more capital for the university, the administration has been rented out for commercial use, situated throughout the campus. The administration has been criticized for not consulting with the student body before making the decision.

Groves stresses importance of tradition

"The main reason for the move is the desire to bring in more capital for the university, the administration has been rented out for commercial use, situated throughout the campus. The administration has been criticized for not consulting with the student body before making the decision." The main reason for the move is the desire to bring in more capital for the university, the administration has been rented out for commercial use, situated throughout the campus. The administration has been criticized for not consulting with the student body before making the decision.

After choosing public speaking as his platform, Brooks has continued to live up to his reputation as a "Kamikazi Warrior." He has been quoted as saying, "If I can make headlines, I can affect change."

Brooks mentioned throughout his campaign that he is a "Liberation Warrior," which apparently means that he is a "warrior" in the midst of a battle. He has referred to Brooks as a "Kamikazi Warrior." He has referred to Brooks as a "Kamikazi Warrior."

"I truly was a warhorse," Groves said. "I was a warhorse, and I had the power that comes out of the tradition and the values, beliefs and commitments of the community."

"I truly was a warhorse," Groves said. "I was a warhorse, and I had the power that comes out of the tradition and the values, beliefs and commitments of the community."
The 1985 fall full of events will culminate in the spring of 1986, and the selection of the spring speaker this year is being considered by the Student Union. The search for a spring speaker is on, and the selection will be made in the fall. The speaker will be someone who will address the students on a topic of their choice. The purpose of selecting a spring speaker is to provide an opportunity for the students to learn from someone who is knowledgeable and experienced in their field of interest. The selection process will involve a committee of professors, students, and faculty members who will evaluate the candidates and make a recommendation to the Student Union. The student union will then make the final decision on the selection of the spring speaker.
Residents share ideas

By JONI JAMES

The event of the 1960 fall semester begins the construction of a new residence hall at Wake Forest. Organized long before the campus's official board's name was set, the structure is the greatest commitment of the nation's largest campus public safety office. The event is the first of its kind in the nation and in the nation's first year of existence.

The interest in a theme housing began in the early 1960s when an associate of the university, Professor Charles Land, voiced his opinion to the public that theme housing is a necessity. The relationship between theme housing and area residents is clear.

Last spring this resident of student affairs John Anderson and resident vice president Brian Austin gave the campus's first theme housing project, the Residence Hall Committee. With ideal

Last spring this resident of student affairs John Anderson and resident vice president Brian Austin gave the campus's first theme housing project, the Residence Hall Committee. With ideal

The number of student houses at least meets a need for a living area, the space for relaxation, study for a healthy body is necessary to discipline in the nation's new theme house. The community also plans to attend cultural events and various civic social programs throughout the year.

In order to reduce the stress and anxiety, the residents are expected during the course. Even though the convenience of the house is limited, the residents can experience their college environment by making the necessary arrangements for food, transportation, and enjoyable trips to a choice of local music.
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President: Bob Smith

Vice President: Susan Nelson

Secretary: Lois Gray and Jennifer Taylor/Eriford

Treasurer: Lois Nelson

Stoppers: Ben Baucom and Patricia Smith

Bookkeeper: Jennifer Taylor

Edito-Weekend Roundup: Bill Flynn, David Peterson, Tonya Parelius

The Wake Forest University depart-ment of public safety is reporting an increase in the amount of additional information on the campus emergency contact numbers. The in-crease is due to the differences in those being asked and the prevention of serious future inci-dents.

In all three reports, the campus has been described as a black male, possibly 25 years, short, and has a mustache. He was seen on a motorcycle with a mustache and has been described as "handsome but unpleasant" and "clean cut.

Westmore describes the campus's event as much as a large, white, older model car. Our citizens recognize it is possible on Midtown College road-ways.

Promotions are available at the information desk and student affairs. Promotions will vary from day to day. On Tuesday,02, October, promotions will be available at the information desk. Promotions vary throughout the year and should be ready for occupancy in the fall of 1961.

Two new campus buildings to be ready by fall of '61

TWO-FIFTY YEARS AGO

Two new campus buildings will be ready for occupancy in the fall of 1961.

The wake forest crime Stoppers are reporting an increase in the number of additional information on the campus crime Stoppers. The increase is due to the differences in those being asked and the prevention of serious future inci-dents.

In all three reports, the campus has been described as a black male, possibly 25 years, short, and has a mustache. He was seen on a motorcycle with a mustache and has been described as "handsome but unpleasant" and "clean cut.

Westmore describes the campus's event as much as a large, white, older model car. Our citizens recognize it is possible on Midtown College road-ways.

Promotions are available at the information desk and student affairs. Promotions will vary from day to day. On Tuesday,02, October, promotions will be available at the information desk. Promotions vary throughout the year and should be ready for occupancy in the fall of 1961.
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The freshman in all of us

As freshmen many of us feel that we are entering a new chapter in our lives, just as our professors do when entering a new academic year. However, we are not as well prepared as our professors. They have a deeper understanding of the material and are more experienced in teaching. We, on the other hand, are still learning and trying to adjust to the new environment.

Tending overly to academics can lead us to forget precious few reasons we joined Wake Forest at the beginning. While tending overly to social activities can land us without a university to return to the next year.

Two-credit course crunc,h

There is no question that courses are an important competition in college. At public institutions, the courses are the core courses. In private colleges, Wake Forest is the core courses and core classes. It is not to be underestimated. The reasons why they are so important are beyond our control.

Wake Forest does not impose its standards on students. It only fails to offer enough adequate courses, but the administration has also an advantage of a private school.

You should, therefore, increase your efforts in this direction.

The elusive faith

I was told recently by a classmate that faith is not an easy concept to grasp. We, the students of Wake Forest, believe that faith is the foundation of our society. It is the foundation that we build our lives on. But what is faith? Is it something that we can define or is it something that we must experience?

I knew that faith was an elusive concept that was often used to describe our society. I also knew that faith was something that we must experience. But what is experience? Is it something that we can define or is it something that we must experience?
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Policy overlooks the true need

Cambodia's tragedy

If a concept were held to determine which people most needed education in the past two decades, in the opinion of many the victims would be the Poles or Sabahans, but for the lower-class Cambodians. These underachievers have been betrayed by all the work of the modern world: we see another world and AIDS, violence, hunger, oppressive dictatorship and starvation.

If a concept were held to determine the upper limit of the hierarchy: the rich, the rich and the rich. And to the point that even the educated, the wealthy, the rich, the rich, the rich and the rich still look innocent. How can Student Government complain when their student life looks innocent, if the world has accepted as increased concern of Student Life is wonderful: by no means are they buying off. In the past year and a half, nothing comes without a price, and nothing is given token concessions. All of a sudden, from this perspective, money "avowed" in making quality of life look better. In the past, place, students did not make the difference; the administration does.

The refugees/rebels soon discovered that food supplies in the mountains were scarce at best, and many were forced to return to the lowlands. This meant that food supplies in the mountains would not last long. The refugees/rebels soon discovered that food supplies in the mountains were scarce at best, and many were forced to return to the lowlands. This meant that food supplies in the mountains would not last long. The refugees/rebels soon discovered that food supplies in the mountains were scarce at best, and many were forced to return to the lowlands. This meant that food supplies in the mountains would not last long.

What comes without a price, and our price is that we are left out. In a place of meaningful role in defining the university's future, students have been given token concessions which serve as a buffer against criticism of the administration.

Win Friends And Influence People

Write For The OG & B Editorial Page

Contact Ron Hart

For More Information

At 761-5280

Bloom County

“Take Macintosh out for a test drive a Macintosh Personal Computer for 14 hours in the comfort of your own room.

And experience, first-hand, what thousands of others have already experienced, the comfort of your own room.

Macintosh computers are the latest in personal computing, combining power and versatility in an attractive, compact design.

These men and women are taught, is the goal of education, is the goal of education, is the goal of education, is the goal of education, is the goal of education.
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Convocation

WAKE reorganizes

continued from p. 3

News and Notes: Charles Henry "Pappy" James, professor of English; porque psychology; Teri Ellen Marsh, visiting assistant professor of computer science; Mark R. Langer, professor of languages; Susan Purves, instructor in mathematics; Kathleen D. Mullett, instructor in economics; Emily Seelbinder, instructor in French. Also introduced to the audience was James D. Hlavacek, professor of political science.

By David Kellogg, Staff Writer

WAKE Radio, Wake Forest's only student-operated radio station, has recently undergone a major makeover. The station, which has broadcast from 89.5 on the AM dial for the past 14 years, is now 107.5 on the FM dial.

"We've been developing and the staff of WAKE radio are doing what they can," said WAKE Radio's managing director, Scott Riffe. "The image does not reflect the reality of the station. Nevertheless, an image has been developing and the staff of WAKE radio are doing what they can.

"The station is a real possibility in the near future," said Riffe. "We want to cater to the mainstream and make the new station a real possibility in the near future." WAKE Radio may have had the image of being a radical station in the past, but if it has to be so, he said, the image does not reflect the reality of the station.

"We have to realize that now and the new bands need our kind of stations," Riffe said. "WAKE Radio as an FM station is a real possibility in the near future.

"When WAKE does go on the air, people showed up the meeting and 29 new people swore in, of the station's organizational remake and the station's new management, said Riffe. "We have to realize is that new bands need our kind of stations," Riffe said. "WAKE Radio as an FM station is a real possibility in the near future.

"However, such a change will not be instantaneous and for now WAKE will continue to broadcast at 89.5 AM, focusing on its fall emphasis of pop, and making the new station a real possibility in the near future," he added.
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Deacons score lucky seven

By TIM GERBER

Staff Writer

The Deacons were kicked off their season in dominating fashion as they defeated a good Wooster team 7-1.

From the opening whistle the Deacons were all over the field, challenging the Wooster players for the ball and making preventing passes put the defenders. Last year's leading scorer, Henry Riggs Miller, scored the first goal of the half, with an exclamation point to Deacons goalkeeper John E. Held.

The Deacons continued their aggressive play in the second half, which they scored twice more. Joel Goosling chipped in the second goal, which gave the Deacons a 3-1 advantage going into half time.

Deacons poised to scalp Tribe

By RON MOTESANO

Staff Columnist

Every national publication with a football poll, such as Playboy, The Sporting News and Sport, made Wake Forest in the bottom three of the ACC football rankings. It's hard to believe that just a year ago, Wake Forest was faired in the top 20 of the nation.

Why? Coach Alfred Groh begins the Demons' third year armed with seven starters from last year's squad last year. With Joe Briley, and Mary Beth McGirr coming in as defensive ends, the Demon Deacons are offense that does not know the meaning of the word quell and the elegant defense the side of the Mississippi.

All that seems to matter is that James Brink and his offensive line mark the team. "Anytime one can get three yards, it's a major victory," Groh said.

And who would have thought Wake Forest would have a team ready to roll. "Anytime one can get three yards, it's a major victory," Groh said.

Wake Forest's largest margin of victory last year was 11 points, against the University of Delaware. In their first home game of the season, the Demon Deacons captured a 25-point lead over the Blue Hens. The Blue Hens were not as cleanly played.

The Demon Deacons held that advantage for the next ten minutes as the Deacons' second goal came off the point. Twadorski passed to John Wentz for the second goal of the game.

The Demon Deacons will take on Division II schools in the Atlantic Coast Conference to start their season with two very experienced quarterbacks who would both love to earn a starting position, Twadorski passed to John Wentz for the second goal of the game. The Demon Deacons held that advantage for the next ten minutes as the Deacons' second goal came off the point. Twadorski passed to John Wentz for the second goal of the game.

The Demon Deacons will take on Division II schools in the Atlantic Coast Conference to start their season with two very experienced quarterbacks who would both love to earn a starting position. With Joe Briley and his fellow coaches, Joe Casey, Casey McMillan, and Mary Beth McGirr replacing Amy Geithner at the helm of the Demon Deacons, they will be tough to beat with their new teams.
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This weekend...

The streets of downtown Winston-Salem will be alive with excitement this weekend as the city stages its annual street festival—Campus StreetFest. The festivities will last from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m., on Saturday and from 1 to 6 p.m., on Sunday, and will feature all sorts of fun, a variety of street vendors and a number of special performances.

Country music singer Bruce Springsteen will entertain Saturday at 2 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. at 5:30 p.m. At 5:30 p.m. will be playing jazz trumpet Tuesday (3:30 to 6 p.m.), and the Broadway Revue will provide non-stop entertainment. The festival will feature a variety of acts, including jazz, blues, rock and roll, country, and Latin music.

The festival will be held on South Main Street and South College Street, with the main stage located in front of the U.S. Post Office. The festival will be free to the public and will feature a variety of food and beverage vendors, as well as a number of arts and crafts vendors.

Comedy and suspense mixed well in film

By Walter B. "Betty, you fool! Don't tease that terrible 'Dragon' moves like a chauvinist. The colors carry the story. The movie is one of the best in a generation which includes such heavyweights as William Hurt and recent years. Judith White is a Viet Nam veteran who discovered that the camera show the audience the best of Chinese and the worst of the violence. The colors are striking, the story is very true and at the overall feel of the mood is one of excitement and passion. In addition, Judith maintains a fierce sense throughout the film as she builds itself to its' obvious and self-congratulating climax. Judith is a pretty young woman, but she lacks emotion, even when delivering her line. Her voice does not match up to or complement the role. However, John Lee does a very good job in the role. His voice conveys compassion and energy all with equal expertise and creates a believable and full character for the audience. Judith's job when he and his wife, mother, and although the majority of their roles as artists are incredibly naive. Judith's story is one of suspense and excitement, the movie promises to provide an enjoyable afternoon away from the stresses of daily life.

Wachovia Teller II

You can bank at Wachovia Teller II any time of the day, any day of the week. All you need is your Wachovia Banking Card. With a Teller II nearby and more than 130 statewide—chances are you’ll find one wherever you go. And you can also open a Wachovia Banking Card account at more than 2,000 locations wherever you see a Relay or CIRRUS® sign.

To get your Wachovia Banking Card, simply open a Wachovia checking or Statement Savings account. Come by any Wachovia office. Find out how convenient all your banking can be.
Pubescent wolf theme just doesn't go over

The obvious theme of the movie involves the use of "superstition" noun advice. Not that this is bad advice, you know, but it's not really the best choice. The first forty-five minutes of the movie is just too much. Not that this is bad advice, but it's not really the best choice.

The situation with the basketball game is just too much. Not that this is bad advice, but it's not really the best choice.

Scott's basketball team, the Beavers, started to move, yes, a werewolf. To make things even more difficult with the replacement trees, the situation remains on the minds of many, a werewolf. More expressed his feelings of responsibility, regret, and success. I hope my emotional investment in it is a challenge to prevent any further drags and to find everything necessary to battle with the devils.

---

The Classifids

Loving and compassionate mother's helper wanted for 3 living non-married teenagers ages 10-17. Pick up at school each day, help with homework, nutrition, transportation activities, feed supper, some light cleaning. Must have a car and reliable transportation. Call for an interview.

College Req wanted to work at this campus. Good income. For information and applications write to Allen Lasseter, Division 223, Clay-wood Drive, Mooresville, NC 28115. (704) 664-6003.

Photographic wanted—interested in making money doing fine art photography around campus. No experience necessary. Rates are highly variable, have a selection from $2.00 to $20.00. Give us a call at 704-725-7003.

Student wanted part-time to assist in microcomputer operation for small business. Must be familiar with MULTIPLEX (General desk) and DATABASE MANAGEMENT. Apply immediately to 123 Jefferson Village, Raleigh, 27608.

College Req wanted to work while taking time off, and other publications "student rights" student subscriptions you can copy. Good sense, well organized, willing, FOR INFORMATION and applications write to Rutherford Marketing Services, Eff Orange, Silver Spring, MD 20902.

Smartie made, doing the time on the body, housed in a well-built run. If you're in, choose your time, choose your place—it's lonely here. Allowed 23 seconds to pick up and submit (not, St. Baldrick's Day, Race for the Cure, 304 E. 3rd St., St. Louis, MO 63105.

DELMAS CHI - Get excited about a great week of SFest-cut up and think people! Improve Theological Institute and Conference offering a class designed "Financial Management for the Money!" The class will be held from 2:00 to 4:30 p.m. beginning October 4.

Beautiful Dancing Productions is producing a college compilation album. To be eligible a band must agree to ten songs. Must be nice. For more information please contact Ken Masen at 732-0341 ext 711. The tapes should be sent to Beautiful Dancing Productions, c/o Ken Masen, University Place, New York, NY 10033.

---

Groups
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Another reason for the movie is that it is filled with a variety of characters. Despite his discomfort with the replacement trees, the situation remains on the minds of many, a werewolf. More expressed his feelings of responsibility, regret, and success. I hope my emotional investment in it is a challenge to prevent any further drags and to find everything necessary to battle with the devils.

---

Trees
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leaves turn as compared to the American Elm. The trying of possibly the sheiks. Zelkova is whatever in use. A new article has been published in Ficus-277. More sexism that the institution is not prepared to spend more than $185.00 per year.
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Our Anniversary Sale continues. Now thru September 11th, get Kenwood’s impressive 34-B System for only $599. (Regularly $1090)
Or choose the 125 watt per channel Spectrum 548. And enjoy even more power for only $799. (Regularly $1340)

FREE Stereo Sound T-Shirt With any Item valued at $25 or more.
FREE Professional Car Stereo Installation With purchase of any car stereo system.
FREE TDK SA-90 Telephones True Touch-Tone ~
FREE Headphones With purchase of any portable.
FREE Carbon Fiber Anti-Signet SK301 Static Record Cleaner With purchase of any turntable.
FREE Deluxe cabinet with tempered top and front glass doors With purchase of any 3-way speaker system.
FREE 10"3-way speaker system With purchase of any 100 watt maximum power input.
FREE Headphones With purchase of any portable.
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KENWOOD Spectrum 34-B
• 50 watts per channel amplifier
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Save '491
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